Southwest Iceland’s Regions

**Snæfellsnes Peninsula**
This bewitching blend of photogenic mountains, black-sand beaches and horse farms also offers whale watching, glacial hikes and lava tubes.

**Golden Circle**
Iceland in a day: gushing cascades at glittering Gullfoss, Geysir’s spurting geyser and Pingvellir’s mighty fissures and tectonic plates. Plus volcanoes, hot springs and geothermal pools.

**Borgarnes & Around**
Welcome to ‘Sagaland’, a region rich in wild tales of Iceland’s Viking past, where you’ll hike deep into ice caves before soaking in chic geothermal spas.

**South Coast**
On this cinematic shore, puffins perch on sea stacks, waterfalls thunder down cliffs, and glacial tongues meet icy lagoons.